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Reading Performance, 2017
at Whenever the Heart Skips a Beat, Berlin 



Work description: The letter O – standing or lying, in literature and in space. Circular architecture, typog-
raphy and garments. Borders and gateways, demarcation and portals in texts and in bodies; holes agape 
for words and bodies: establishing and undoing connections, finding lines and bending them to circles 
that open gaps in the narrative tissue, through which other words, times and voices find their way into 
what was said to speak about things unsaid – an attempt for performing, travelling and reading through 
holes.



Performance Reading. 13 printeed text fragments distributed in a circle are weighed down 
with objects. During the performance the texts are picked up and read in a non-linear 
sequence. The objects get animated. In the end the paper sheets with texts are assembled to 
form a small publication. 
Image caption: performance objects/props (photo credit: Florian Kräutli, Joseph Devitt 
Tremblay) 



publication with score of movement animated objects after the reading 



printed publication



The performance at the CDT conference took an experimental format of a 
performative reading and slideshow projection that simultaneously layed out, 
interrogated, doubted and tested my current research in textual interruption 
and narrative holes and gaps.
Starting from the question of what ontologically constitutes a physical or 
metaphorical hole inside a text I constructed a journey of non-linear narrative 
time travel. For example footnotes, annotations, words between parentheses 
and other insertions all create a rupture in a text. By starting a simultaneous 
dialogue in the margins in addition to the text these transport the reader to 
another place, time or context from which they have to find their way back 
into the time/space of the text. Repetitions and stutters also interrupt the text 
and create feedback- loops oscillating between different temporalities.
By applying the science fiction trope of time travel, I examined possible ways 
to transport the audience between different texts, temporalities, supporting 
materials and places.
A hole interrupts the linear text, cuts it open, breaks it, dissects it, terminates 
it – leaves it in fragments. A hole can be an entrance and an exit. The way in 
and out. It can be regarded as both the mark of a violent act and a portal to, 
or connection with, other “underground” areas.
If the hole in a text is produced by a violation can it be considered a wound? 
Etymologically, the term trauma derives from the Greek word for wound and 
applies to physical and psychological violation. Therefore I would like to pro-
pose the notion of the “traumatised text”. One temporality and characteristic 
of the psychological trauma (as e.g. in PTSD) – not dissimilar to time trave-
ling – is the re-experience of the trauma at a later stage. Through the hole of 
the wound past events re-erupt and seep into the present. The traumatic event 
is re-lived, re-experienced and repeated.
Furthermore the hole can be regarded as a portal or a hideout, an under-
ground space for resistance or revolt, as Deleuze and Guattari argue. The 
“holey space” is only insufficiently controlled by the authorities and acts as a 
dwelling for the “other”. It is a space of complexity and contradiction. Hence, 
the hole here is not only a portal to another “zone” but also a place of inhabi-
tation, connected with but apart from multiple spaces.
The topic was examined and presented through spoken-word, voice, written 
text, rhythm, images and video. The performance navigated between various 
temporalities as well as between different formats such as academic research 
presentation, anecdotal segments, poetry (language with holes), the factual, 
the actual and the fictional.

Reading Performance CDT conference, 2017
at Baltic, Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead 



Preface text, reading, 2017
at Bank Space Gallery,  DOW Collective, London  



reading excerpt of text in publication 



Just to be able to tell you I told you so (Telling) , 2016
at Herrmann Germann Contemporary, Zurich 



There will be summits held on sum-
mits of mountains in Switzerland or 
Swaziland, that’ll be summing up and 
summon the current world’s problems 
of profit and power and also verbalisa-
tions of verdicts in valleys and discus-
sions in data and talks on transport 
ships in the oceans and meetings (on 
military platforms) in the middle of 
nowhere.
Various combinations of words will be 
spoken and received. Edited, echoed 
and altered, translated and responded 
to with a similar but opposed simile. 
In the course of time words about the 
innerout will go from backforth to up-
down uptown and leftmiddletright. 
They will find ways in and out of in-
transparent talks transpiring from 
modern transparent buildings about 
the transparency of trade and the divi-
sion of ours and theirs. 
Traveling through air or through high-
speed fiber or telephone lines, in form 
of data will inform text divided to let-
ters in letters. The latter though won’t 
be the primary way of world-wide-
word-delivery anymore. There is some-
thing else upcoming. 

Elites and experts will gather evidence 
and talk and decide about future physi-
cal and virtual violent rows involving 
space and time – and talks for stabiliza-
tion of nobody-knows-what-exactly, 
but talks will be held and words spoken 
about taking sides of sides non-exist-
ing. And the talks will continue as the 
words will continue being spoken and 
rows being enforced ignoring the words 
being spoken and the talks being held. 
Planned conversations to argue the 
converse in relation to commerce will 
surely take place and time. Statesper-
sons and Scientistpeople will discuss 
the striking down of strikes and drones. 
The forthcoming elections will just 
marginally address the probable res-
urrection of insurrections through 
re-erections of walls and borders and 
hardly comment on commerce. 
They will canvass by establishing 
promises on canvasses for the pub-
lic to see. There will be demands and 
pledges and assurances bullets points 
and bullets quite surely will hit points - 
geographically speaking - so if it didn’t 
already happen in the past it definitely 
will in the future and continue to do so. 

Linguistic architects will create new 
words with old meanings and manufac-
ture images from words and analogies 
to forge and justify un-logical annals. 
The new words spoken will be used in 
discussions of the leaders of the uni-
versal First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth 
and so on world countries. It’s impor-
tant that it shall be exactly this order, 
mind not to change it from bottom to 
top. 
Monologues disguised as dialogues, 
apologetically introducing new deca-
logues as epilogs will become the new 
standard of converse conversation 
Meanwhile public communities will 
communicate through commodities to 
either protect protesting words about 
current currency out of courtesy or to 
exhale exact exchange on existence.

Text of audio recording Just to be able to tell you I told you so (Telling)



Detail sound installation Just to be able to tell you I told you so (Telling)
Excerpt: http://bit.ly/justToBeAbleToTellYou

http://bit.ly/justToBeAbleToTellYou


Just to be able to tell you I told you so (Reading) , 2016
at Herrmann Germann Contemporary, Zurich 

Just to be able to tell you I told you so (Reading).,  Totems and HD video on iPad 8:32 min, loop 
Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/193097822

https://vimeo.com/193097822


Video stills Just to be able to tell you I told you so (Reading), HD video on iPad



Just to be able to tell you I told you so (signs) , 2016
at Herrmann Germann Contemporary, Zurich 

http://katharinaludwig.com/reading/

Interactive online piece, screenshots

http://katharinaludwig.com/reading/


Exhibition view



Cassandra is... (Zine) , 2016
part of Just to able to tell you I told you so 
at Herrmann Germann Contemporary, Zurich 

Text work, folding zine, digital print, edition of 50, 105 x 148 mm 



up//burn//melt//down - after the fall (Icarus), 2016
at Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin 



AFTER THE COMMA, THE END
(thermochromatic paint, paint, temperature switch, space heater) 



Installation view





audio piece, sound montage of songs containing the words “fire” and “burning” 
contrasting female and male accounts of the metaphorical element of fire.



up//melt//burn//down - after the fall (Icarus)
two channel HD video installation, 65 x 36 cm each, 10:34 min, loop
Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/160163819

https://vimeo.com/160163819


video installation, stills



ENDING OPEN
dancing, moving...

rising, descending...
over and over

colours changered yellow purple blue
sulphur and ashes and smoke and grime. 

settling on everything that surrounds. colours;
black and grey

flames, eating what they are fed

tasting, caressing, feeling,
tongues licking the surface,

before they swallow

HEAT
: FEEL!

dis-appearance and re-appearance

supernatural epiphany of the spirit of someone or something trapped between worlds emerging where the worlds meet

a GHOST
destroy and make disappear

gliding
a perfect balance

effortless dynamism 
host of sophisticated 

systems
operate imerceptibly

calm, safe and serene
a PHANTOM

an appearance/illusion/delusion, a figment of the imagination calm, without sound. defying worldly physical constraints
body from steel:

hand-welded
over 500 separate parts
over 100 metres of weld

incredibly light
but strong

both stiff and dynamic

: HEAR?
-- on and off.

The cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers,
the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts,
the idolators and all liars - their place will be in the fiery
lake of burning sulphur. 
THIS IS THE SECOND DEATH. REVELATION 21:8

: that’s where we arethe place
of phantoms and ghosts

This is where it happened it’s empty
- now: not entirely

excerpt of script of video up//melt//burn//down - 
after the fall (Icarus)





Flatness and interrution - An investiagtion in Diagrammatic Writing, 2014
online version for 3:AM Magazine 
www.3ammagazine.com/3am/flatnessinterruption

www.3ammagazine.com/3am/flatnessinterruption


Entrance Through Exit and Reverse, 2013
at Degree Show, Goldsmiths University of London 

Installation view



Installation view, 5 paper stacks A5 – heights 70 cm, 2x 80 cm, 90 cm, 100 cm –, 13 printed fragments of writing, objects
The texts are based on items thrown during protests and uprisings.







Deuxième Position Doug (claws retracted)



Committee



Evidence of Absence, 2014
at Kunstverein Östliches Sauerland

Installation view
HD video projection, 10:00 min loop, spoken word audio, objects











Mean Times, 2014
at Kunstverein Östliches Sauerland

Photographic wall installation, detail



wall installation, details



Metaixmio, 2012

Installation view, single channel HD video, projected through glass onto paper 28 x 42 cm, two spoken word audio pieces



“…Structures reminiscent of 
skeletons, bone structures. With 
just essentially supporting bones 
being still present. Outside con-
ditions slowly start to grind and 
pulverize them. Structures frozen 
exactly between progression and 
decay…

My grandmother suffers from 
Osteoporosis. I can remember her 
being taller than I am, being able 
to lift me up when I was a child. 
Now I have to bend down to hug 
her. Every time I visit her she 
smiles at me and says: “ You get 
taller every time!” Knowing very 
well that it is her who shrinks….”

Installation detail, audio text excerpt



Live performance, reading video still
https://vimeo.com/160166550

https://vimeo.com/160166550


Building Structure, Metaixmio



Thirteen Words, 2012 - ongoing
at The Parish Church of Saint James, London

Installation view, single channel video projection of subtitles, artefacts and objects



artefacts



Drawings, flat projection of characters’ headsobject, based on flat projcetion of characters’ heads



object, based on flat projcetion of characters’ heads

Drawings, flat projection of characters’ heads



Performance with characters of Thirteen Words



Thirteen Words, 2012 - ongoing
at Kunstverein Östliches Sauerland

Installation view

Characters



—— looking at it from a different point of view —— of course, it could be seen differently —— maybe... —— but 
it always depends on the context —— in this regard —— you have to look at the bigger picture —— but exactly 
by the fact that it happened this way, it proves to be right —— sometimes I wonder —— like this nobody will 
understand —— now that you’re here, you might want to take a look around —— again please —— speak up a 

bit —— well yes... umm  —— that’s confusing —— I told you not to come —— hold on, not that fast —— How can 
this be? —— this has to be disregarded in that case —— actually I was sure about —— that changes the whole 

situation —— let’s not make it more complicated than it actually is —— I arrived too late or too early —— it feels 
like this is not completely thought through —— I am sure about that —— but there is not much sense in that —— 

or maybe not. —— sometimes it’s not what you think it is —— I don’t have anything to say about that —— what 
do you want to hear? —— Things are gonna be alright —— It will go down the drain —— Tell me what you think 
—— how exactly? —— I remember this differently somehow. —— are you listening to me at all? —— I don’t want 
to repeat myself the whole time —— for this, one also doesn’t feel responsible —— but the result stays the same 

—— it has to stay open —— that’s basically black and white thinking par excellence —— come on... —— you have 
to be patient —— give it some rest and see what happens —— let it sink in —— forget about it for now —— do you 
believe that? —— if you say so —— I told you so —— mind your fingers —— this was doomed to fail right from the 

start —— that’s interesting —— that was a bit much in one go —— this is what I wanted to say the whole time 
—— this is nonsense really —— at least by now it doesn’t matter anymore —— forget about it —— one should try to 

understand that —— sure —— where did this come from? —— in the end it’s a matter of perspective —— hmmm 
—— it is somehow not totally unjustified —— I forgot about this —— What’s wrong with asking? —— You’ve gotta 
be kidding. —— you might want to change your mind on this —— one may twist and turn it however one likes, the 

result will stay the same —— bastards —— I totally agree except in one point —— When was it then? —— this is 
and remains rude —— one just has to pull oneself together —— in my opinion this is absolutely right ——

Subtitles of video, their order is determined algorithmically and changes with every cycle.



Thirteen Words, 2012 - ongoing
at Salon Dahlmann, Berlin



P1 P2 (winning) P2 (losing) P2 (draw) S1 S2 P2
S R P S 2 S S
P S FALSE P 2 P P
S R P S 0 R R
R FALSE S R 2 R R
S R P S 2 S S
S R P S 0 R R
P S FALSE P 0 S S
R FALSE S R 2 R R
P S FALSE P 0 S S
S R P S 1 P P
R FALSE S R 1 S S
P S FALSE P 2 P P
S R P S 1 P P
S R P S 2 S S
S R P S 2 S S
R FALSE S R 1 S S
R FALSE S R 0 FALSE R
S R P S 1 P P
P S FALSE P 1 FALSE P
S R P S 1 P P
P S FALSE P 0 S S
S R P S 1 P P
S R P S 0 R R
P S FALSE P 0 S S
P S FALSE P 2 P P
S R P S 2 S S
S R P S 2 S S
R FALSE S R 2 R R
P S FALSE P 0 S S
S R P S 0 R R
R FALSE S R 0 FALSE R
R FALSE S R 2 R R
S R P S 2 S S

R S R FALSE R R - An algorhythmic choreography, 2014
at Kunstverein Östliches Sauerland

video on iPhone, 1:25 min, loop, audio
https://vimeo.com/100525093

print of algorithm on wall 

https://vimeo.com/100525093


Selfie, 2015 
at Salon Dahlmann, Berlin 



Petrification of Matter, 2013
at Degree Show, Goldsmiths University of London

Installation view



Ship Sunk, Collided With Stone 
(my mother’s gallstones, plastic bags, water, chain, tubes)



Brother/Twin (The Decapitation of ) One Watching Another
(rock, rubber, hook, silk)



Stick, The Pebbles Are Too Big To Pass 
(iron, driftwood, waxed string, stone, rubber, funny ball)



I’m calling in behalf of...., 2011

HD video projection, 620 x 350 cm, , 3:31 min loop
https://vimeo.com/38729719

https://vimeo.com/38729719


Katharina Ludwig’s work operates in the space between film, theatre, language, digital culture and artefact.
Her practice investigates the structures and fragmentation of narratives in the digital age and their influence on and ability to subvert established hierarchies and 
binary oppositions.
Object and writing/text form the main components of her artistic practice. Katharina creates settings in which objects and texts are combined in immersive in-
stallations. Her work is temporal, spatial and material based, in her three-dimensional works as well as in her writing.
Katharina is interested in moments of transformation: when one state is left behind while another one is just materialising. 
Her work playfully investigates objects, language and time to explore these transitions by treating objects as language and language as disembodied objects, and 
by challenging their assigned temporalities. Thereby she examines the potential manifestations of language: in space, time and material.

Solo/Two- person 

2017 TBA, Display Berlin, with Shira Wachsmann (DE)
2015 “ “ , Raum Herrnsheim, with Marie von Heyl (DE)
2014 Das Spiel der Dinge, Kunstverein Östliches Sauerland, Museum Haus Hövener, with Christoph Mause (DE)
2011 Body/Works, Galerie Suzanne Biederberg, Amsterdam (NL)

Groupshows, Performamces, Projects 

2017 
Broken Diorama, Heretics on Radio Quantica, Portugal, a project by Diana Policarpo, Alice K Rekab and Alicon Balance (PRT/UK)
Whenever The Heart Skips a Beat, Berlin, curated by Marenka Krasomil and Gislind Köhler, (DE)
CDT-Conference, Lecture Performance, Balitc Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead (UK)
There Will Be Nothing Left to Suck,  curated by DOW Collective,  The Bank Space Gallery in partnership with Whitechapel Gallery, London 
(UK) 
LightNight Festival, Liverpool with Michelle Bastian and Larissa Pschetz (UK)

2016 
Ghost Flowers, curated by Lea Schleiffenbaum. Herrmann Germann Contemporary, Zurich (CH) 
Work/Leisure, Abingdon Studios Residency Presentation, Blackpool (UK) 
Setzen, Stellen, Legen, curated Sabine Bokelberg and Marie von Heyl,  Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin (DE) 

Katharina Ludwig is an artist and writer working with language, installation and objects. She holds an MFA in Fine Arts from Goldsmiths University of Lon-
don (UK) and a BA from Design Academy Eindhoven (NL). She exhibits nationally and internationally in various museums and galleries, most recently at 
Kunstquartier Bethanien (Germany, 2016). Other exhibitions and residencies include Work/Leisure, Abingdon Studios (Blackpool, UK, upcoming), Grand 
Union Gallery (Birmingham, UK), Salon Dahlmann (DE, 2015), Kunstverein Östliches Sauerland (DE, 2014), Aesthetica Art Prize (DE, 2014), Museo di Arte 
Moderna et Contemporanea di Trento et Rovereto (IT, 2013), Galerie BSL (FR, 2013) and the van Abbemuseum (NL, 2011).
Her works are part of public and private collections such as the Miettienen Collection (Finland/Germany) and her writing has been published a.o. by 3:AM 
Magazine. Katharina lives and works between Berlin and Edinburgh.



2015 
Digbeth First Friday, Grand Union Birmingham (UK) 
Die dritte Hand - Last Exit Painting, curated by Lea Schleiffenbaum and Anne Schwarz, Salon Dahlmann, 
Berlin (DE)

2014
Studio 54, Berlin (DE)
Aesthetica Art Prize with York Museums Trust, York St Mary’s (UK)
InDependence, in collaboration with Berta Koch Collective, Paragraph London (UK)

2013
Le Bijou d’Avant-Garde, Galerie BSL, Paris (FR)
The Pool Exhibition, Goldsmiths University of London (UK)
Food Project, Museo di Arte Moderna e Contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto MART (IT)

2012 
Thirteen Words, The Parish Church of Saint James, Exhibition Space, London (UK)

2011 
Take It or Leave It, van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven (NL)
Neighbours 2.0, supported by the Goethe Institute and the German Embassy Warsaw (PL)
Designer’s Days, featured artist, Galerie BSL, Paris (FR)
Art Amsterdam, Galerie Suzanne Biederberg, Amsterdam (NL)
Pavillon des Arts et du Design, Galerie BSL, Paris (FR) 
Galerie BSL, Paris (FR)

2010 
Forma vs Materia, as satellite event of “Artissima”, Galeria Christiani, Torino (IT)
Fashion Clash Maastricht (NL)
Tutto Bene, I saloni, Milan (IT)
The Dutch Corner, Passagen IMM Cologne, Büro Voggenreiter, Cologne (DE)
Gespot Talent 2009, Museum Kunstpaviljoen Nieuw-Roden (NL)

2009 
Getting Lost, 4 Apostelen Kerk, Eindhoven (NL)
Graduation Galleries, Design Academy Eindhoven (NL)
Choice 2009, Fiera di Vicenza (IT)



Residencies, Talks and Curation

2017
Friday Talk Prodcuct Design, Edinburgh College of Art (UK)

2016
Artist Talk, Burg Griebichstein Kunsthochschule Halle (DE) 
Residency Work/Leisure, Abingdon Studios, Blackpool (UK)

2015 
Residency, Grand Union Gallery in collaboration with Joanne Masding, Birmingham (UK)
Artist talk, Universiy of Birmingham (UK)
Artist talk, Salon Dahlmann, Berlin (DE)
Workshop and artist talk, State of Matter, with Jannis Hülsen, Stefan Schwabe and Clemens Winkler, Transmediale Vorspiel UdK, Berlin (DE)
State of Matter, Exhibition Concept and Curation, Transmediale UdK, Berlin (DE)

2014 
Workshop “Das Spiel der Dinge”, Brilon, (DE)
We Cordially Invite You To InDepencence, Performance in collaboration with Berta Koch Collective, Southbank Centre, London (UK)

2012 
One month research leave, Athens (GR)

Collections

Sammlung Miettinen, Berlin (DE)
private collections (AT, CH, DE, FR, IT, NL, UK, USA)

Education

2017 -           PhD Fine Art, The University of Edinburgh (UK)
2011 - 2013 MFA Fine Art, Goldsmiths University of London (UK)
2005 - 2009 Bachelor of Design, Design Academy Eindhoven (NL)


